Review: Yes Organic Vegan Friendly Water Based Sex Lubricant
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Yes Organic Water Based Lube Review

Yes are completely different to the norm, in terms of the vast number of sex lubricants out there. With a recent major overhaul of the brand, website and products, it’s clear that Yes lubricants have come a long way since the days of merely sending a few samples to adult retailers in the hope someone would take notice.

Yes lubricants have clearly marked packaging which shows they have nothing to hide. Completely reassuring for every customer, it’s easy to see at a glance the ingredients of your chosen Yes lubricant. Whether you’re after an organic lube, vegetarian friendly or vegan friendly, there is a Yes lube for you.

Although the Yes oil based lubricant is not vegan friendly due to the beeswax that makes up one of the ingredients, the Yes water based lube is 100% vegan friendly. This adds to the plethora of benefits of using Yes lubes.

Yes lubes are glycerin & paraben free, free from hormones, glycols, preservatives, silicone, petrochemicals, arginine, grapefruit seed extract and contain no other known skin irritants. They have an organic certification from the Soil Association and are also endorsed by the Vegetarian Society.

It’s clear to see that Yes have gone the extra mile in delivering intimate lubricants which are skin friendly, body safe and completely kind to you and your partner.

So without further ado, I am here to give you my feedback on my 25 ml bottle of Yes water based lubricant. I received this in my Yes Selection Box of lubes and you can find my review of the Yes oil based lubricant here too. Unlike the oil based lubricant, I not only received a 25 ml bottle of water based lube (and the sachets of both of course) I also received 2 intimate applicators of 5ml of water based Yes lube too. Intriguing!

As this lubricant is water based, it is compatible with any and every sex toy (unless someone goes out and invents a paper-based sex toy, of course). You can use it for masturbation or any type of sex with your partner. It’s a pretty good lube to have around in fact. You can use it for pretty much anything you’d want to use a sex lube for.

The bottle is smooth and has a comfortable rounded edge, making it easy to hold in your hand. Opening and dispensing the lube is simple, just flip the cap and squeeze.
There is a slight nick near the opening, a residual mark from the cap manufacture, so I’d advise caution if applying directly to skin. Just a small point really. Literally!

The Yes water based lubricant itself is crystal clear and not too runny. It flows from the bottle but not so quickly that you’ll spill it everywhere and emit a few choice words of your own. Wet patches before the main event are unwelcome, to say the least.

As for the applicators, they are easy to use and dispense all the lube you could want in a session (well, I found it to be a generous amount, anyway) simply and without fuss. Just twist the top until it comes off, leaving a rounded nozzle which you insert where you like, either vaginally or anally. Squeeze the wider end until the lubricant is inside you. You could even use these if you suffer vaginal dryness and this causes embarrasses you. Just squeeze one inside before your sex session and the natural feeling lube will do the rest. Dispose of the applicator. Perfect. Their compact size also makes them brilliant for travel.

You can use a layer of Yes Water Based lubricant on top of the Yes Oil Based lubricant too, to add a new dimension of slipperiness and to avoid any risk of vaginal dryness that can sometimes occur after using oil lubes. However the water based lube is fantastic as an all round lube to use wherever and however you want.

This lubricant has no scent to speak of. The taste isn’t great, but then if you want a lickable lube I’d hope you’d have sense enough to get a flavoured lubricant which is fit for that purpose. 😊

Highly recommended lubricant, reassuringly safe, sensationally slippery and a great price too.
Quick Review:

How much in a tube or bottle?
This bottle is 25ml – but it’s also available in 75ml and 125ml bottles, also you can buy a multi pack of 6 x 25ml bottles, or 6 x 5ml applicators. There are a range of packages you can buy at the Yes Lubes website here.

How does it dispense?
Flip top cap and squeeze the bottle.

Does it contain glycerin/glycerine?
No.

Does it contain parabens?
No.

Is it vegan friendly?
Yes.

Is it organic?
Yes.

Does it stain?
No.

Is it washable?
Yes.

What are the ingredients?
Yes water based lubricant ingredients are: Water, Aloe Vera, Guar gum, Locust Bean Gum, Flax Extract, Xanthan Gum, Potassium Sorbate, Citric Acid, Phenoxyethanol.